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We report a combined photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and density functional theory (DFT) study on a
series of tritantalum oxide clusters, Ta3On

-. Well-resolved PES spectra are obtained for Ta3On
- (n ) 1-8)

at several detachment photon energies, yielding electronic structure information which is used for comparison
with the DFT calculations. A trend of sequential oxidation is observed as a function of O content until Ta3O8

-,
which is a stoichiometric cluster. Extensive DFT calculations are performed in search of the lowest energy
structures for both the anions and neutrals. The first three O atoms are shown to successively occupy the
bridging sites in the Ta3 triangle. The next three O atoms each occupy a terminal site, with the seventh and
eighth O atoms forming a double-bridge and a double-terminal, respectively. The Ta3O7

- anion is found to
possess a localized electron pair on a single Ta center, making it an interesting molecular model for Ta3+

surface sites. Molecular orbital analyses are performed to elucidate the chemical bonding in the Ta3On
- clusters.

1. Introduction

Group VB metal oxides are used as catalysts in numerous
industrial processes.1,2 In contrast to vanadium and niobium
oxides, current understanding of the catalytic properties of
tantalum oxides is rather limited.2,3 Evidence has been shown
that tantalum oxides are strong catalytic promoters, i.e., enhanc-
ing the activity and selectivity and prolonging the catalyst life
when a small amount of tantalum oxides is added to known
catalysts.2 An understanding at the molecular level of the roles
that tantalum oxides can play in catalysis and comparative
studies of tantalum oxides versus vanadium and niobium oxides
can help the design of better catalysts. Gas-phase clusters, which
possess controlled and well-defined structures and atomic
connectivity, have been used as molecular models to mimic the
surface catalytic sites and provide fundamental mechanistic
insights for catalysts.4

Gas-phase studies on tantalum oxide clusters have been
relatively scarce,5-11 although the TaO diatomic species has been
extensive studied both experimentally12 and theoretically.13

Reactions of TamOn
( clusters with hydrocarbon molecules have

been conducted.5 Photodissociation studies on MmOn
+ (M )

V, Nb, Ta) showed enhanced stability for certain cluster sizes
such as M2O4

+, M3O7
+, and M4O9

+.8 Single photon ionization
experiments at 26.5 eV were performed on neutral MmOn (M
) V, Nb, Ta) clusters, and the Ta2O5, Ta3O7, and Ta4O10 clusters
were shown to be most abundant.9 Infrared multiphoton dis-
sociation spectroscopy showed a fragmentation channel of
atomic oxygen loss for Ta3O8

+ and suggested the involvement
of a peroxo unit in the cation.7 However, the electronic and
structural properties of tantalum oxide clusters remain poorly
understood. To our knowledge, the only photoelectron spec-

troscopy (PES) studies available are those of Bowen and co-
workers11 on TaOn

- (n ) 1-3) at 355 nm and Leopold and
co-workers6 on Ta3O- at 488 nm, in addition to our prior PES
studies on Ta3O3

- and Ta4O10
-.14,15

We have been interested in developing cluster models15-17

for early transition metal oxide catalysts and in elucidating the
chemical bonding in novel oxide clusters.14,18,19 The discovery
of the δ bond by Cotton and co-workers20 led to the development
of a new branch of inorganic chemistry on metal-metal multiple
bonds over the past 40 years.21-25 The recent synthesis of a Cr2

compound22 with a quintuple bond (σ2π4δ4) generated renewed
interest in the field.24-26 Delocalized multicenter bonding in
transition metal systems also raises the possibility for d-orbital
aromaticity18,27 and in particular δ-aromaticity.14,19,28,29 In a recent
study we found a δ-aromatic Ta3O3

- (D3h, 1A1′) cluster, which
represents a new mode of chemical bonding.14 In the current
contribution, we report a combined PES and density functional
theory (DFT) study on the electronic and structural properties
and chemical bonding of a series of trinuclear tantalum oxide
clusters, Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8). We are interested in examining
how the O ligands are successively bonded to the Ta3 core and
the competition between bridging, terminal, and capping O
ligands. These clusters with tunable oxidation states may also
provide insight into the structure and bonding in synthetic
trinuclear Ta3 compounds.30

2. Experimental and Computational Methods

2.1. Photoelectron Spectroscopy. The experiment was car-
ried out using a magnetic-bottle PES apparatus equipped with
a laser vaporization cluster source, details of which have been
described elsewhere.31 Briefly, the TamOn

- clusters were pro-
duced by laser vaporization of a tantalum disk target in the
presence of a He carrier gas seeded with 0.01% O2 for Ta3On

-

(n ) 1-6) or 0.5% O2 for Ta3On
- (n ) 7, 8). The cluster anions

were analyzed using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, and
the Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8) clusters were each mass-selected and
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decelerated before being photodetached. Four detachment photon
energies were used in the present work: 532 nm (2.331 eV),
355 nm (3.496 eV), 266 nm (4.661 eV), and 193 nm (6.424
eV). Effort was made to choose colder clusters (i.e., those with
long resident times in the nozzle) for photodetachment, which
was shown previously to be important for obtaining high quality
PES data.32 Photoelectrons were collected at nearly 100%
efficiency by the magnetic bottle and analyzed in a 3.5 m long
electron flight tube. PES spectra were calibrated using the known
spectra of Au- and Rh-, and the energy resolution of the
apparatus was ∆E/E ∼ 2.5%, that is, ∼25 meV for 1 eV
electrons.

2.2. Density Functional Calculations. The theoretical cal-
culations were performed at the DFT level using the B3LYP
hybrid functional.33-35 A number of structural candidates
including different spin states and initial structures were
evaluated, and the search for the global minima was performed
using analytical gradients with the Stuttgart relativistic small
core basis set and efficient core potential36,37 augmented with
two f-type and one g-type polarization functions [�(f) ) 0.210,
0.697; �(g) ) 0.472] for Ta as recommended by Martin and
Sundermann38 and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for oxygen.39,40

Scalar relativistic effects, that is, the mass velocity and Darwin
effects, were taken into account via the quasirelativistic pseudo-
potentials. Vibrational frequency calculations were performed
at the same level of theory to verify the nature of the stationary
points. Vertical electron detachment energies (VDEs) were
calculated using the generalized Koopmans’ theorem by adding
a correction term to the eigenvalues of the anion.41 The
correction term was calculated as δE ) E1 - E2 - εHOMO, where
E1 and E2 are the total energies of the anion and neutral,
respectively, in their ground states at the anion equilibrium
geometry and εHOMO corresponds to the eigenvalue of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the anion. All calcula-
tions were performed with the Gaussian 03 software package.42

Three-dimensional contours of the molecular orbitals (MOs)
were visualized using the VMD software.43

3. Experimental Results

The photoelectron spectra of Ta3On
- (n ) 1-8) at different

photon energies are presented in Figures 1-7. The 193 nm PES
data of the series are compared in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information. The observed transitions are labeled with letters
and the measured ground-state adiabatic detachment energies
(ADEs) and VDEs are given in Table 1. All observed VDEs
for the excited states are tabulated in the Supporting Information
(Tables S1-S3).

3.1. Ta3O- and Ta3O2
-. The 532 nm spectrum of Ta3O-

(Figure 1a) reveals the ground-state band X, which exhibits a
short vibrational progression with a spacing of 710 ( 30 cm-1.
The 0-0 transition at 1.583 ( 0.015 eV defines the ground-
state VDE and ADE, which is also the electron affinity of Ta3O
neutral. At 355 nm (Figure 1b), three more electronic states
(A, B, and C) are resolved at 1.99, 2.06, and 2.63 eV,
respectively. A partial D band is also observed at 355 nm. Bands
A and B are closely spaced within 0.1 eV, whereas band C is
relatively sharp and intense. A prior PES study at 488 nm by
Leopold and co-workers6 has characterized bands X, A, and B
at a higher resolution, yielding a more accurate electron affinity
(1.583 ( 0.010 eV) and ground-state vibrational frequency (710
( 15 cm-1). The 266 and 193 nm spectra (Figure 1c,d) further
reveal bands D (3.10 eV) and E (4.40 eV). Band D appears
broad and asymmetric, probably containing unresolved multiple
transitions. In addition, continuous electron signals are observed
at the high binding energy side at both 266 and 193 nm.

The 532 nm spectrum of Ta3O2
- (Figure 2a) reveals the

ground state X, which is substantially broader than that of Ta3O-

(Figure 1a). The ground-state VDE is measured to be 1.675 eV
from the band maximum. Since no vibrational structures are
resolved for band X, the ground-state ADE is evaluated by
drawing a straight line along the leading edge of band X and
then adding the instrumental resolution to the intersection with
the binding energy axis. Although this is an approximate
procedure, we are able to obtain a consistent ADE from the
well-defined spectral onsets of band X at different photon
energies. The ADE thus evaluated for Ta3O2

- is 1.62 eV. The
355 and 266 nm spectra (Figure 2b,c) reveal three additional
bands A, B, and C at 2.18, 2.57, and 3.20 eV, respectively.
Band C is broad and asymmetric, similar to band D for Ta3O-

(Figure 1c). Continuous electron signals are observed beyond
band C at 193 nm (Figure 2d), where a broad band D (∼4.9
eV) is tentatively labeled.

3.2. Ta3O3
- and Ta3O4

-. We recently reported the 193 nm
spectrum of Ta3O3

- in a brief communication,14 which exhibits
three prominent bands X, A, and B followed by an extended
continuous tail beyond ∼3.7 eV (Figure 3c). Relative to bands
A and B, band X is much more intense and shows a discernible
splitting. In the current study, we have obtained higher resolution
spectra at 355 and 266 nm (Figure 3a,b). The splitting in band
X is well-resolved into two components (2.253 and 2.376 eV),

Figure 1. Photoelectron spectra of Ta3O- at (a) 532 nm (2.331 eV),
(b) 355 nm (3.496 eV), (c) 266 nm (4.661 eV), and (d) 193 nm (6.424
eV). The vertical lines in part a represent vibrational structures.
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defining a splitting of 0.123 eV. Two additional weak bands a
(2.70 eV) and b (3.10 eV) are also revealed, probably due to
multielectron (shakeup) transitions, which have been observed
quite definitively in a number of cluster systems previously.44

We note that the PES bands for Ta3O3
- are relatively sharp

(Figure 3), similar to those for Ta3O- (Figure 1), whereas those
for the rest of the Ta3On

- species are more diffused.
The 355 nm spectrum of Ta3O4

- (Figure 4a) shows two
electronic states: X (2.40 eV) and A (2.70 eV). An electron
affinity of 2.29 eV is evaluated for Ta3O4 from the sharp onset
of band X. At 266 nm (Figure 4b) a broad band B (3.31 eV) is
revealed. No prominent transitions exist in the 3.6-4.6 eV
region as shown in the 193 nm spectrum (Figure 4c). A broad
band C clearly appears at 5.04 eV, followed by congested and
intense signals beyond 5.2 eV.

3.3. Ta3O5
- and Ta3O6

-. The 355 nm spectrum of Ta3O5
-

(Figure 5a) reveals an intense ground-state transition X with
an ADE (2.25 eV) and VDE (2.33 eV) similar to that of Ta3O4

-

(Table 1). The 266 nm spectrum (Figure 5b) further shows two
very broad bands A and B, which become better defined at 193
nm (Figure 5c). Band A at 3.14 eV (Table S2) is very broad,
which likely contains unresolved multiple transitions. Band C
(4.86 eV) is similar to that in Ta3O4

-, whereas band B (3.91
eV) is weaker and may originate from an isomer.

The PES spectra of Ta3O6
- (Figure 6) appear congested and

broad. Four broad bands (X, A, X′, and A′) are labeled and
tentatively assigned to two isomers (below). Bands X (3.44 eV)

and X′ (3.12 eV) represent the ground states for the isomers.
The electron affinities for the neutrals are estimated to be ∼3.2
and ∼2.9 eV, respectively.

3.4. Ta3O7
- and Ta3O8

-. Due to their high electron binding
energies, the spectra of Ta3O7

- and Ta3O8
- are only measured

Figure 2. Photoelectron spectra of Ta3O2
- at (a) 532 nm, (b) 355 nm,

(c) 266 nm, and (d) 193 nm.

Figure 3. Photoelectron spectra of Ta3O3
- at (a) 355 nm, (b) 266 nm,

and (c) 193 nm.

Figure 4. Photoelectron spectra of Ta3O4
- at (a) 355 nm, (b) 266 nm,

and (c) 193 nm.
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at 193 nm, as shown in Figure 7. The ground state X of Ta3O7
-

(ADE, 3.62 eV; VDE, 3.92 eV) is broad, followed by a large
energy gap and an intense band A (Figure 7a). Band A is located
at such a high binding energy that the full bandwidth may not
be accessed at 193 nm. The estimated ADE for band A is ∼6.0
eV, defining an X-A energy gap of ∼2.4 eV. The electron
binding energy for Ta3O8

- is very high (Figure 7b). The ground
state X exhibits a partially resolved vibrational progression
(∼810 cm-1). The VDE is measured as 5.81 eV from the band
maximum, whereas the ADE is defined by the 0-0 transition
at 5.51 eV.

4. Theoretical Results

The optimized ground-state structures and selected low-lying
isomers of Ta3On

- and Ta3On (n ) 1-8) are presented in Figures
8 and 9, respectively. Their calculated first VDEs are compared
with the experimental values in Table 1. The complete sets of
experimental and computational VDEs are compared in the
Supporting Information (Tables S1-S3). The simulated PES
spectra from the lowest-energy anion structures are compared
with experiment in Figure 10. Alternative optimized structures
are shown in the Supporting Information (Figures S2-S17).
The calculated first VDEs from the low-lying anion structures
are compared with experiment in the Supporting Information
(Table S4), and their simulated PES spectra are also compared
with experiment in the Supporting Information (Figures
S18-S25).

4.1. Ta3On
- and Ta3On (n ) 1-3). Candidate structures

optimized in our search of the Ta3O- and Ta3O ground states
include planar and nonplanar structures with a bridging or
terminal oxygen and three-dimensional ones with an oxygen

Figure 5. Photoelectron spectra of Ta3O5
- at (a) 355 nm, (b) 266 nm,

and (c) 193 nm.

Figure 6. Photoelectron spectra of Ta3O6
- at (a) 266 nm and (b) 193

nm.

Figure 7. Photoelectron spectra of (a) Ta3O7
- and (b) Ta3O8

- at 193
nm. The vertical lines in part b represent vibrational structures.

TABLE 1: Experimental Adiabatic (ADE) and Vertical
(VDE) Detachment Energies of Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8) and
Comparison with the Calculated VDEs from the
Lowest-Energy Anion Structures at the B3LYP Level of
Theory

ADE (exptl)a-c
VDEa,b

(exptl)
anion
state

VDEa

(theor)

Ta3O- 1.583 (15)d,e 1.583 (15) C2V (1A1) 1.36
Ta3O2

- 1.62 (3) 1.675 (15) C2 (1A) 1.44
Ta3O3

- 2.22 (3) 2.253 (15) D3h (1A1′) 2.24
Ta3O4

- 2.29 (3) 2.40 (3) Cs (1A′) 2.23
Ta3O5

- 2.25 (3) 2.33 (3) C2 (1A) 2.02f

Ta3O6
- ∼3.2g 3.44 (5) Cs (1A′) 3.32f

∼2.9g 3.12 (5) C3V (3A1) 3.25
Ta3O7

- 3.62 (5) 3.92 (5) C1 (1A) 3.60
Ta3O8

- 5.51 (3)d 5.81 (3) C2V (1A1) 5.69

a All energies are in eV. b Numbers in the parentheses represent
experimental uncertainties in the last digits. c Electron affinity of the
neutral species. d Ground-state vibrational frequency: 710 ( 30
cm-1 for Ta3O and ∼810 cm-1 for Ta3O8. e More accurate electron
affinity and vibrational frequency were reported previously: 1.583 (
0.010 eV and 710 ( 15 cm-1 (ref 6). f Lowest energy closed-shell
structure; second lowest among all calculated structures at the
B3LYP level. g Two isomers.
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atom capped on the top of the Ta3 triangle (Figures S2 and S3,
Supporting Information). Different spin states are calculated in
each case. The planar Ta3O- (C2V, 1A1) and Ta3O (C2V, 2B2)
structures with a bridging oxygen atom are found to be the
ground states as shown in Figures 8a and 9a, in agreement with
those previously found by Wu et al.10 The second lowest
isomers, Ta3O- (C2V, 3B2) and Ta3O (C2V, 4B2), are also planar
with a bridging O atom, being 0.27 and 0.45 eV above the
ground states, respectively.

A variety of structures with different symmetries and spin
multiplicities are calculated for Ta3O2

- and Ta3O2 (Figures S4
and S5). The Ta3O2

- anion ground state is found to be closed-
shell with C2 (1A) symmetry and two bridging oxygen atoms
(Figure 8b). The triplet dibridged structure C2 (3B) is only 0.10
eV higher in energy. Among other higher energy structures,
the C1 (3A) and C1 (1A) structures with one bridging and one
terminal oxygen are 0.31 and 0.56 eV above the ground state,
respectively. The Ta3O2 ground state is found as C2 (2A) (Figure
9b), very similar to the anion. Structures with one bridging and
one terminal oxygen atom are found to be at least 0.53 eV above
the neutral ground state.

Extensive search of the potential energy surfaces of Ta3O3
-

and Ta3O3 (Figures S6 and S7) reveals a highly symmetric
planar D3h (1A1′) ground state for Ta3O3

- (Figure 8c), consistent
with that reported in the recent communication.14 A triplet Cs

(3A′′) structure is 0.30 eV higher in energy. The ground state
of Ta3O3 neutral is found to be Cs (2A′) (Figure 9c), in which

the three O atoms are slightly out of the Ta3 plane. Two similar
doublet Cs (2A′′) and quartet Cs (4A′′) states are 0.11 and 0.30
eV above the ground state, respectively.

4.2. Ta3On
- and Ta3On (n ) 4-6). Starting from the

tribridged conformation of Ta3O3
- and Ta3O3, we have con-

sidered different sites (terminal, bridging, and capping) to add
the extra O atoms in search of the ground states for Ta3On

-

and Ta3On (n ) 4-6) (Figures S8-S13). The additional oxygen
atoms (n ) 4-6) are shown to successively occupy the terminal
sites (Figures 8 and 9). The Ta3O4

- and Ta3O4 ground states
are found to be Cs (1A′) (Figure 8d) and Cs (2A′′) (Figure 9d),
respectively, with the fourth O atom occupying a terminal site.
An anion isomer Cs (3A′′) is only 0.14 eV above the ground
state (Figure S8), whereas the lowest neutral quartet state Cs

(4A′′) is 0.20 eV above the ground state (Figure S9).
The potential energy surfaces for Ta3O5

- and Ta3O5 are rather
flat with closely lying isomers near the global minimum (Figures
S10 and S11). The Ta3O5

- anion ground state is found to be
triplet C2 (3A) (Figure 8e), with the nearest Cs (3A′′) and Cs

(5A′′) states both being about 0.18 eV higher in energy. The
singlet C2 (1A) state (Figure 8f) is 0.29 eV above the ground
state. Another C2 (5A) isomer is also close to the ground state
(by 0.30 eV). The ground state of Ta3O5 is C2 (2A) (Figure 9e),
with other structures being at least 0.40 eV higher in energy.

The Ta3O6
- ground state is found to be a crown-shaped C3V

(3A1) (Figure 8g). The corresponding singlet 1A′ state is 0.28
eV higher in energy with Cs symmetry (Figure 8h). The neutral

Figure 8. Optimized lowest-energy structures for the Ta3On
- (n ) 1-8) clusters at the B3LYP level of theory. Low-lying singlet structures are

also presented for structures (f) Ta3O5
- and (h) Ta3O6

-. Both top and side views are shown.
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Ta3O6 ground state is found to be Cs (2A′) (Figure 9f), which
differs from the anion mainly in the terminal oxygen directions
with two terminal oxygen atoms pointed to one side and the
third one pointed to the opposite side. We also located two low-
lying neutral isomers (Figure S13). A Cs (2A′) isomer is about
0.10 eV above the ground state. Another neutral isomer, C1 (2A),
possesses an O double-bridge and is located 0.14 eV above the
ground state.

4.3. Ta3On
- and Ta3On (n ) 7-8). The Ta3O7

- anion
ground state is C1 (1A) (Figure 8i), which is based on Ta3O6

-

by inserting an extra O to form a double-bridge. A higher
symmetry C2V (1A1) structure is about 0.11 eV above the ground
state (Figure S14). The neutral ground state is Cs (2A′) (Figure
9g), which is similar to the anion ground state. The Ta3O8

- (C2V,
1A1) (Figure 8j) and Ta3O8 (Cs, 2A′) (Figure 9h) ground states
are derived from those of Ta3O7

-/0 by attaching an extra O to
form a double-terminal. An anion isomer C2V (1A1) with two
double-bridges is 0.16 eV above the anion ground state (Figure
S16). Structures with a capping O atom are found substantially
higher in energy for all Ta3On

- and Ta3On (n ) 7-8) species
(Figures S14-S17).

5. Comparison between Experiment and Theory

The well-resolved PES data (Figures 1-7) serve as electronic
fingerprint of the Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8) clusters, allowing com-
parison with theoretical calculations and structural assignments.45

The calculated ground-state VDEs are compared with the
experimental values in Table 1, whereas the simulated PES

spectra are compared with the 193 nm experimental data in
Figure 10. As seen in Table 1, B3LYP underestimates the
ground-state VDEs for Ta3On

-. Typical discrepancies range from
∼0.1 eV (for Ta3O6

- and Ta3O8
-) to ∼0.2 eV (for Ta3O-,

Ta3O2
-, and Ta3O4

-); the largest discrepancy is ∼0.3 eV for
Ta3O5

- and Ta3O7
-. For better comparison with the experimental

spectra, in Figure 10 the simulated PES spectra are presented
by aligning the first peak with the experimental band X or X′
(in cases of isomers for n ) 5 and 6). The overall simulated
PES patterns are in good agreement with the experimental
spectra for all Ta3On

- clusters except for Ta3O5
- and Ta3O6

-.
For Ta3O6

-, it appears that both the singlet Cs (1A′) and triplet
C3V (3A1) isomers are populated in roughly equal amount,
resulting in the experimental bands X and A, and X′ and A′,
respectively. The combination of the simulated spectra for the
two isomers reproduces the experimental PES pattern reasonably
well (Figures 10f and S23). For Ta3O5

-, the calculations favor
a triplet state C2 (3A), but the simulated PES pattern for the
lowest singlet state C2 (1A) appears to be in better agreement
with the experiment (Figures 10e and S22), reproducing the three
prominent bands X, A, and C. The triplet state C2 (3A) is
probably responsible for the weak band B as a minor isomer,
which should also contribute to other bands, in particular the
broad band A. Additional simulations for low-lying Ta3On

-

isomers (within ∼0.3 eV) are shown in the Supporting Informa-
tion (Figures S18-S25) as further confirmation for the assign-
ments of the lowest energy structures.

Figure 9. Optimized lowest-energy structures for Ta3On (n ) 1-8) neutral clusters at the B3LYP level of theory. Both top and side views are
shown.
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The X band of Ta3O3
- (Figure 3) is due to photodetachment

from the fully occupied degenerate 1e′ MOs (Figure 11d). The
0.123 eV splitting resolved for this band (Figure 3a,b) is thus
a final state effect because of the open-shell Ta3O3 neutral, and
it could be due to either the Jahn-Teller effect or spin-orbit
coupling. MO analysis shows that the 1e′ orbitals are primarily
of Ta 6s character (Figure 11d) and a substantial spin-orbit
splitting is unlikely. Therefore, the 0.123 eV splitting is most
likely due to the Jahn-Teller effect in the Ta3O3 neutral. Indeed,
the neutral Ta3O3 (Cs, 2A′) ground state has lower symmetry,
in which the O atoms undergo out-of-plane distortions (Figure
9c). We also found a Cs (2A′′) state (Figure S7) ∼0.11 eV above
the ground state, which could correspond to the second
component of the Jahn-Teller splitting.

6. Discussion

6.1. Structural Evolution of Ta3On
- (n ) 1-8) Clusters.

The good agreement between the experiment and theory lends
support for ground-state structures for Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8). For

Ta3O5
- and Ta3O6

-, two competitive isomers are observed.
Starting from the triangular D3h Ta3

-, the first three O atoms (n
) 1-3) successively occupy the bridging sites, one on each
edge, reaching again a D3h structure for Ta3O3

-. The next three
O atoms (n ) 4-6) successively occupy the terminal sites, one
on each Ta. In Ta3O7

- and Ta3O8
-, the additional O atoms form

a double-bridge in n ) 7 and a double-terminal in n ) 8. Note
that, among the Ta3On

- and Ta3On (n ) 1-8) ground state
structures, only Ta3O-, Ta3O, and Ta3O3

- are planar; all other
clusters are nonplanar with low symmetries. The planarity of
Ta3O- and Ta3O3

- is consistent with their relatively sharp PES
features in comparison with those of the other clusters in the
series. A previous infrared multiple photon dissociation spec-
troscopy study suggested that the structure of Ta3O8

+ cation
involves a peroxo unit and a capped O site,7 quite different from
the Ta3O8

- anion. This is because Ta3O8
+ is an electron deficient

cluster, whereas Ta3O8
- is stoichiometric.

6.2. Molecular Orbital Analyses and Sequential Oxida-
tion. The MOs for the Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8) anions are depicted
in Figure 11 along with those for the bare Ta3

- cluster for
comparison. The ground state of Ta3

- is a quintet state with
four unpaired electrons (D3h, 5A1′) in the 1e′′ and 2e′ MOs
(Figure 11a).29 In Ta3

-, the (1a1′)2/(2e′)2 and (2a1′)2/(1e′)4 MOs
form two σ bonding/antibonding pairs. The (2a1′)2/(1e′)4 pair
are fully occupied and do not contribute to net chemical bonding.
The (1a2′′)2/(1e′′)2 MOs form a π bonding/antibonding pair. The
completely delocalized (3a1′)2 MO is a δ bonding MO, rendering
δ-aromaticity in Ta3

- similar to that in Ta3O3
-.14 The half-filled

2e′ and 1e′′ MOs result in partial σ and π bonding in Ta3
-,

respectively. The MOs for the Ta3On
- clusters show close

resemblance to those for Ta3
-, with three-center Ta-Ta bonding

for n up to 6 (Figure 11). Despite nonplanar and asymmetric
coordination by the O atoms except in Ta3O3

-, the completely
metal-metal bonding σ and π MOs provide stability for the
Ta3 framework. Although the ground state of Ta3

- is open shell,
the oxide anions are all closed shell except for n ) 5 and 6,
where a triplet state is competitive. The enhanced stability for
the triplet C3V (3A1) in Ta3O6

- can be understood from MO
analysis (Figure 11i): four Ta 6s/5d electrons occupy the
completely bonding σ (1a1) and degenerate bonding/antibonding
σ (1e) MOs. The half-filling of the 1e MOs results in a triplet
state and makes the triplet Ta3O6

- σ-aromatic, according to the
modified 4n aromatic-Hückel rule for triplet species.46 Synthetic
trinuclear tantalum compounds are rare, but examples are
available ranging from 2-, to 6-, to 8-electron Ta3 clusters.30 In
the Ta3On

- (n ) 0-8) clusters, the oxidation state of the metal
core is systematically tuned, from 16 electrons in Ta3

- to zero
in Ta3O8

-. The stability and bonding in the trinuclear Ta oxide
clusters may be useful for understanding the synthetic com-
pounds with similar trinuclear Ta cores.

The MOs shown in Figure 11 display a clear pattern of
sequential oxidation in Ta3On

- as n increases from 0 to 7. The
specific MOs from which the 2 electrons are transferred to O
upon oxidation are marked with a square for n ) 0-5. There
are 16 valence 6s/5d electrons in Ta3

-. Thus, Ta3O8
- is a

stoichiometric cluster, in which all the valence electrons are
transferred to the O atoms, as shown in the valence MOs in
Figure 12.

The Ta3O7
- cluster is particularly interesting. It possesses two

Ta 6s/5d electrons that occupy a completely localized 1a MO
(Figure 11j). Our MO analysis shows that the 1a orbital contains
51% 5d + 25% 6s (5dyz mixed with 6s), which is localized on
the Ta site coordinated by three O atom and gives rise to a
Ta3+ site. Our PES spectrum (Figure 7a) shows that the localized

Figure 10. Simulated photoelectron spectra from the lowest-energy
singlet structures (solid lines in red) for the Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8) clusters
and triplet structures (dashed lines in red) for Ta3O5

- and Ta3O6
- only,

compared with the experimental spectra at 193 nm (solid lines in black).
The simulations are done by fitting the distribution of calculated VDEs
with unit-area Gaussian functions of 0.1 eV width. The simulated
spectrum is shifted so that the first band maximum is aligned with the
experimental spectrum.
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1a orbital (band X) is separated from the O 2p-type orbitals
(band A) by ∼2.4 eV. Thus, the localized Ta 6s/5d electron
pair is expected to be chemically active and may serve as a
molecular model for Ta3+ defect sites on oxide surfaces.

6.3. Trend of Electron Binding Energies as a Function
of O Content. Figure 13 compares the experimental and
calculated VDEs for the Ta3On

- (n ) 0-8) series. The overall
excellent agreement also lends considerable credence to the
structures obtained for these oxide clusters. Surprisingly, the
VDE trend as a function of O content in Ta3On

- is very different
from other metal oxide clusters, such as in FemOn

-, Cu2On
-,

and Al3On
-,47 which display nearly linear increases as a function

of n. The VDE trend in Ta3On
- seems to exhibit steps and jumps

(Figure 13). The Ta3
-, Ta3O-, and Ta3O2

- species show similar
VDEs within 0.3 eV; the Ta3O3

-, Ta3O4
-, and Ta3O5

- species
have similar VDEs within 0.2 eV; and the VDEs of Ta3O6

-

and Ta3O7
- are within 0.5 eV. There is a large jump of 0.6 eV

from Ta3O2
- to Ta3O3

-, 1.1 eV from Ta3O5
- to Ta3O6

-, and
1.9 eV from Ta3O7

- to Ta3O8
-. The VDE trend can be

qualitatively understood from the MO analysis in Figure 11 and
is related to the nature of the HOMO. The HOMOs from n )

0 to n ) 5 are either antibonding or nonbonding, corresponding
to their relatively low VDEs. On the other hand, the HOMOs
of n ) 6 and 7 involve a strongly Ta-Ta bonding orbital (n )
6) and a localized orbital in n ) 7, consistent with their
significantly increased VDEs. The extremely high VDE of
Ta3O8

- is due to the detachment from O 2p type MOs (Figure
12).

6.4. On the δ Bonding in the Ta3On
- Clusters. Delocalized

multicenter δ bonding (δ-aromaticity) represents a new mode
of chemical bonding.14,19,28,29 We have reported the δ-bonding

Figure 11. Pictures of the Ta-derived valence molecular orbitals for Ta3On
- (n ) 1-7). The squares denote the orbitals from which two Ta 6s/5d

electrons are transferred to O 2p upon sequential oxidation. The red lines trace the δ orbital in the series.

Figure 12. Frontier molecular orbital pictures for Ta3O8
-.

Figure 13. Experimental (solid line) and theoretical (dashed line)
ground-state vertical detachment energies for Ta3On

- (n ) 0-8) as a
function of O content. Only the singlet states, C2 (1A) and Cs (1A′), are
shown for Ta3O5

- and Ta3O6
-, respectively. The vertical detachment

energy for Ta3
- is taken from ref 29.
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and δ-aromaticity in Ta3O3
- previously.14 Other Ta3On

- clusters
also possess δ orbitals due to the dz2 atomic orbital and allow
us to follow the δ bonding with O content. The red lines in
Figure 11 trace the δ orbitals in Ta3On

- clusters from n ) 0 to
n ) 5. The δ orbital can be easily recognized in the cases of
the D3h Ta3

- and Ta3O3
-. In other clusters, it is distorted or

becomes localized. Although δ bonding is in general much
weaker than σ or π bonding,21 the delocalization of the δ orbital
does provide additional stabilization. For example, the measured
VDE from the δ orbital is 2.89 eV for Ta3O3

-, which is higher
in comparison to 1.99, 2.57, 2.70, and 2.33 eV for Ta3O-,
Ta3O2

-, Ta3O4
-, and Ta3O5

-, respectively, and can be attributed
to the resonance effect. The trend of the binding energies for
the δ orbital is also borne out from the theoretical calculations
(Figure S27).

6.5. Terminal versus Bridging Oxygen Coordination in
Ta3O2

- and Nb3O2
-. We recently reported a C1 (1A) ground

state for Nb3O2
- with a unusual terminal O atom,17 in which

every Nb atom is unique with different oxidation states: 0, +1,
and +3. A similar C1 (1A) structure is also located as a local
minimum for Ta3O2

- (Figure S26a), which is 0.56 eV above
the C2 (1A) ground state (Figure 8b). We also found that the
simulated PES spectrum for the C1 (1A) Ta3O2

- (Figure S26b)
deviates significantly from the experiment and it can be ruled
out as the ground state for Ta3O2

-. The different ground state
structures for Ta3O2

- and Nb3O2
- can be traced to the

differences in the electronic structure of the monoxide species
M3O- (M ) Ta, Nb). The HOMO of M3O- is primarily an
antibonding orbital of M 5s/6s character in both systems (Figure
11b for M ) Ta). The second O atom is expected to interact
strongly with either the HOMO (2b2) or HOMO - 2 (1a2) of
M3O-, resulting in a terminal or bridging O ligand in M3O2

-,
respectively. For M ) Nb, the HOMO (2b2) and HOMO - 2
(1a2) show a sizable orbital energy difference (∼1.4 eV),17 and
thus the second O atom primarily interacts with the HOMO,
forming the unusual terminal NbdO unit. In contrast, a
significantly smaller HOMO and HOMO - 2 energy gap (∼0.5
eV; Table S1) is observed for M ) Ta. Consequently, its HOMO
- 2 (1a2) becomes energetically competitive to interact with
the second O atom, resulting in a dibridged ground state for
Ta3O2

- (Figure 8b). The difference in the energy gap between
HOMO (2b2) and HOMO - 2 (1a2) for Nb3O- versus Ta3O-

may be attributed to the strong relativistic effects48 in the Ta
anion, whose 6s-based 2b2 orbital is energetically stabilized (by
∼0.2 eV relative to Nb3O-) and 5d-based 1a2 orbital is
destabilized (by ∼0.7 eV relative to Nb3O-). The difference in
the detailed electronic and geometric structures in the Nb and
Ta oxide clusters is interesting and may also exist in other
clusters of Ta and Nb.

7. Conclusions

Photoelectron spectroscopy is combined with density func-
tional theory calculations to investigate the electronic and
structural evolution, sequential oxidation, and chemical bonding
in a series of tritantalum oxide clusters: Ta3On

- (n ) 1-8).
Well-resolved PES spectra are obtained for the anion clusters
at various photon energies, allowing the access of all Ta 6s/5d
metal-based electronic states. A unique trend of sequential
oxidation is observed as a function of O content, but the electron
binding energies are not linearly dependent on the number of
O atoms. Extensive DFT calculations are performed at the
B3LYP level in search of the lowest energy structures for both
the anions and neutrals. Good overall agreement is achieved
between the experimental and simulated PES spectra. The first

three O atoms are found to successively occupy the bridging
sites in the Ta3 triangle. The next three O atoms successively
occupy the three terminal sites. The seventh and eighth O atoms
are shown to form a double-bridge and a double-terminal,
respectively. Ta3O- and Ta3O3

- are planar, but all other Ta3On
-

clusters in the series are nonplanar. The multicenter δ bonding
is observed in Ta3O- and Ta3O3

-. All the Ta3On
- (n ) 1-8)

clusters possess a closed shell singlet ground state, whereas for
n ) 5 and 6 both the singlet and triplet states are observed
experimentally and they compete for the ground state. The
Ta3O7

- anion is shown to possess a localized Ta 6s/5d lone-
pair, resulting in a Ta3+ center site, which may be a good model
for reduced defect sites in bulk tantalum oxides.
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